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The new Outlander 700 & 500 and Outlander PRO HD7 & HD5 deliver recreational and utility riders unmatched value

 

 

Valcourt, Quebec, February 20, 2023 – BRP Inc. (TSX:DOO; NASDAQ:DOOO) Can-Am ATVs have always helped riders get out and do more, from
working on the ranch to tackling the trails. As new consumer needs arise, Can-Am is once again pushing boundaries with the all-new mid-cc (medium
engine displacement) Can-Am Outlander ATV recreational and utility models. Designed and built with the emphasis of improving the rider experience
at every touchpoint for both work and play, the new Outlander lineup offers more performance, comfort, storage and reliability for the category. All this
while being very competitively priced.

“This launch is probably the biggest Can-Am ATV launch of the past 10 years! We are excited to offer consumers a best in class ATV designed with
their needs in mind and how they use the product, from the riding experience, to real-world capabilities and our awesome accessories,” said Elsa
Vilarinho, Director, Global Marketing, Can-Am Off-Road at BRP.

The new recreational Outlander 700 and 500 models, and utility Outlander PRO HD7 and HD5 models are all equipped with class-leading power,
ground clearance, suspension travel, towing capacity, rack capacity and longest maintenance intervals. The Outlander 700 and 500 are some of the
most versatile ATVs on the market, giving riders everything they need for their next off-road adventure. For 2023, the new Outlander recreational
lineup includes the standard models, the 500 2x4, DPS, XT 700, X mr 700, MAX DPS, and MAX XT 700. The Outlander PRO HD7 and HD5 are built
for the ones who have to get things done, they haul, they tow, and they can store more than any other ATV on the market. For 2023, the new Outlander
PRO utility lineup includes the standard PRO models, PRO XU, and PRO Hunting Edition.

 

https://can-am.brp.com/off-road/us/en/models/all-terrain-vehicles.html


 

 

Engine

An all-new rear facing 650cc single cylinder, liquid cooled, fuel injected Rotax Advanced Combustion Efficiency (ACE) four-stroke engine design and
configuration are complemented by a new integrated transmission design and pDrive clutch, all of which give the new Outlander platform class leading
power and towing capabilities. Thanks to ECU calibration and different camshaft designs, the 700 and PRO HD7 models have 50-horsepower and 41
ft-lb of torque, while the 500 and PRO HD5 models have 40-horsepower and 37 ft-lb of torque.

All Outlander 500 and 700 machines are equipped with the new pDrive primary CVT transmission for smoother shifting, increased durability and
feature L/H/N/R/P gearing. The Outlander PRO HD5 and HD7 machines are equipped with a new pDrive primary CVT transmission that also features
work calibration along with Extra L/H/N/R/P gearing. Both the Outlander and Outlander PRO platforms share a selectable 2WD / 4WD with
Visco-Lok†, Visco-Lok† QE or Visco-4Lok with auto-locking front differential drivetrain offered according to the packages.

Chassis

A new tubular steel chassis design derived from the Can-Am Maverick X3 platform, front and rear arched A-Arm suspension configuration are what
have given the new Outlander and Outlander PRO platforms the class-leading suspension travel and ground clearance. Both the recreational and
utility models are equipped with 9.75” of double A-Arm front suspension travel with twin tube shocks upfront, and with 10.25” in the rear. The PRO
models feature stiffer suspension tuning to allow for  working conditions and heavier payloads. The combination of the chassis and suspension design
create the unrivaled ground clearance, handling, and stability of the new Outlander platform, with up to 13” of ground clearance on certain models.

The new chassis of the Outlander platform allowed for enhanced ergonomic comfort for riders and passengers. Riders will immediately notice the
increased knee room and more spacious floorboards that improve handling and increase stability. A thick and durable seat also takes comfort to the
next level and reduces noise and chassis feedback. Complementing the new pDrive primary CVT transmission is a more ergonomically friendly shift
lever with a smoother grip and refined shifting experience.

Storage & Accessories

The Outlander and Outlander PRO both come standard with incredible storage capabilities, starting upfront with the new 1-gallon integrated glove box
compartment and select models also feature a magnetic phone mount and USB port to keep riders’ devices charged while they are on the go.

The new Outlander platform is available with 125 different LinQ accessory options, it has something for everyone. The vehicle accessory options are
broken down into three categories, front cargo area, handlebar interface and ergo zone, and rear cargo area. There are ergonomic accessories like
heated grips and windshield options. Storage accessories for the front and rear of the vehicle for things like gun racks, chainsaws, and just about any
other necessary tool. Utility accessory options include items like a winch, plow, and auxiliary gas can. Performance accessories include items like skid
plates, snow trax, and HID lightning options. The numerous accessories available to riders help them make the most out of their day, whether they are
working or playing.

About BRP
We are a global leader in the world of powersports products, propulsion systems and boats built on 80 years of ingenuity and intensive consumer
focus. Our portfolio of industry-leading and distinctive products includes Ski-Doo and Lynx snowmobiles, Sea-Doo watercraft and pontoons, Can-Am
on and off-road vehicles, Alumacraft and Quintrex boats, Manitou pontoons and Rotax marine propulsion systems as well as Rotax engines for karts
and recreational aircraft. We complete our lines of products with a dedicated parts, accessories and apparel portfolio to fully enhance the riding
experience. With annual sales of CA$7.6 billion from over 120 countries, our global workforce includes close to 20,000 driven, resourceful people.

www.brp.com
@BRPNews

Ski-Doo, Lynx, Sea-Doo, Can-Am, Rotax, Alumacraft, Manitou, Quintrex, and the BRP logo are trademarks of Bombardier Recreational Products Inc.
or its affiliates. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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